
Meta Parallel 142

Code SKU PV142

Handcrafted in Mexico

Size see next page

Weight Black 1,9kg 
Brass 2,5kg

Packaging 32 x 32 x 11cm

Lead time 6 weeks

Light source Incl. 2x 7W LED COB  
1200lm 2700K 90CRI 
warm white TRIAC dimmable

Voltage 110V / 240V

Cable 400cm PVC black 
extentions on request

Material Black - volcanic rock
powder coated aluminium black

Brass - fiorito stone
Hand polished brass

Special finishes on request / MOQ 10pc

Assembly required

IP rating IP20 / indoor use only

Certification

Download installation & care instructions on our website.

Replacement parts are available through davidpompa directly.

Lead times are subject to change.

Variations in colour, texture, shape & size are natural 
characteristics of handmade products and should be expected.

PV142-br

PV142

Meta parallel are light sculptures that create a displacement of stones suspended in 
space. The collection is both aesthetically bold and poetic at the same time, exploring 
the relationship between the beauty of geometry and the roughness of the rocks. An 
unexpected balance combines the porosity of the stones and the industrial process. Every 
single object is shaped by an abstract visual concept and composed of elegant symmetry.

www.davidpompa.com



Small canopy

Use for drywall ceilings. 
LED driver will be inside 
the drywall ceiling.

Black powder coated 
11 x 5,5 x 3,5cm

Canopy Options

Large canopy

Use for brick or concrete 
ceilings. The LED driver 
will be inside the canopy.

Black powder coated 
Ø15 x 4cm

LED driver

14cm min. height

electrical connection electrical connectionremote position inside canopydrywall brick or concrete ceiling

small canopy large canopycable decentrator incl. cable decentrator incl.

LED driver

Measurements Meta Parallel PV142

Black 11cm 
Brass 9cm

Black 33cm
Brass 31cm
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Black finish
Black matt powder coated and 
volcanic rock

A relationship between textures 
plays with a surprising material 
combination of volcanic rock and 
matt black coated aluminum. An 
unexpected balance combines 
the porosity of the stones and the 
industrial process.

Brass serial number

Each piece of the brass collection 
has an engraved label specifying 
the progressive serial number to 
highlight the artisanal work and 
material finish. 

Hand polished brass 
honey colored fiorito stone

The hand polished solid brass 
will naturally oxidate and 
reflect the language of time. All 
surfaces are unsealed, exposure 
to air and being handled with 
bare hands will tarnish the 
pieces upon time.

Brass polished finish
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